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             helping to make The Spinney a great place to live……………… 

Dear Shareholders and Residents, 

Here we are a year on from last year’s newsletter but hopefully seeing a way forward 
out of the restrictions that Covid has placed on us all.  We hope you are keeping well 
and safe.  The Directors continue to do their best, as resident volunteers, to keep 
everything running as smoothly as possible but it depends on us all to co-operate 
with our neighbours, as we live in close proximity. 

Please take a moment to read and digest, in case some of the compromises needed to make it a good place to 
live, have slipped your attention or perhaps, as a new resident, you are unaware of the conditions of residency. 

Everything mentioned below is for the benefit of all.  We hope that it will be received and acknowledged in the 
spirit it is intended.  Please refer to The Spinney Handbook, if you are uncertain of the conditions of your lease 
(see overleaf). 

The Spinney Directors                                      http://www.thespinneyhertford.co.uk                                info@thespinneyhertford.co.uk 

   Parking         

Every resident has designated parking in the 
garage.......   If you choose not to use yours, it is 
unreasonable to park irresponsibly or to block others 
from using theirs.  If you choose not to use yours, you 
have to accept that sometimes you’ll have to park off 
site. 

• PLEASE…. Park Considerately 
allowing all residents access to their garages and 
sufficient space for emergency vehicles and refuse 
vehicles to enter.   
Please:  
• only use the marked spaces; or  
• park in your garage; or  
• if neither of these are available, park off site.   

Vans and other commercially marked vehicles are not 
permitted to use the main car park overnight. 

• PLEASE.....Garage your vehicle  
It’s so much easier to know you’ve got a space, 
whenever you need it.  If your car is wide, try sticking 
some carpet to the garage walls to prevent damage on 
opening doors and folding in wing mirrors. 

This issue has been a bugbear for many years and is 
exacerbated by inconsiderate residents parking in front 
of garages, blocking several other people’s access.  
Parking in front of your garage effectively prevents at 
least 3 other households from accessing theirs, due to 
the tight angle required to manoeuvre into a garage. 

N.B.  Garages must be let out with the associated flat 
in the case of rentals.

Maintenance Work 
The last year has been a demanding one financially, 
with roof repairs and pool heater replacement 
necessary.  However, the Directors are pleased to 
report that the following work has been/will be carried 
out imminently:

Roofing - 2 more roofs (that were leaking) to Block 
27/33 and above Flat 21 have recently been replaced.  
This is part of our ongoing programme to eventually 
replace all the roofing.

Trees - our tree surgeon did great work cutting back 
the trees by the pool and around the site.

Swimming Pool - new fences have been erected and 
will be painted shortly.  The defunct pool heaters are 
being replaced with a new, more economic air source 
heat pump.  All of which will, hopefully, allow us to 
open the pool in May, as usual  (subject, of course, to 
Covid restrictions).

Squash court - plans are in hand to replace the 
squash court lights.

Paving - various parts of the paving have been re-
cemented to make them safer.

Drainage - major drainage survey and repair works 
were carried out on block 1-6 to address water leaks 
into the garages below Flats 1 and 2.

Gardening/Cleaning/Window cleaning - we continue 
to employ our regular contractors, who have been 
doing a great job to keep the place looking good.
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Recycling and Rubbish Disposal 
Following the Directors’ request for extra recycling bins, 
we have been provided with one extra bin and new 
labels.  In the meantime….. 

• PLEASE…. recycle appropriately 
Only put in the bins, that which is listed on the outside.  

Recycling bins do not take plastic bags.   
Bins containing the wrong items will not be collected.  If 
you don’t wish to sort your rubbish appropriately, it’s 
better to put it all in the general waste bins. 

Given our limited capacity, please fold down all 
cardboard to make room for everyone’s recycling. 

• PLEASE…. put all rubbish in the bins 
Anything outside of the bins won’t be collected.  If 
it’s too big, please take it to the Recycling Centre below 
or get the Council to collect - Environmental Services 
Team:  01279 655261 ext 3507. 

The large bins are for everyday household refuse 
only Large items or builders’ waste, such as DIY 
leftovers, old furniture, kitchen or bathroom items etc. 
are not collectable here, but can all be taken to the new 
public facility on Westmill Road, Ware, SG12 0EL. Peaceful Spinney..... 

Sound carries easily and echoes around the 
complex, especially at night.   

Please be aware that some bedrooms are at the 
front of the flats or over garages, so neighbours 
can be kept awake by: 
• voices in the car park, car engine and car 

radio sounds 
• late night conversations on balconies (might 

need to remind visitors too that everyone can 
hear your conversations on balconies!) 

• music/TV’s etc. especially when doors and 
windows are open. 

• banging garage doors; 
• machine sounds and voices in the 

launderette, which carry directly up to the 
bedroom above.  

Many thanks for your co-operation. 

  Board of Directors 

Rod Boyce offered his resignation at last year’s AGM 
and we would like to thank him for his contribution to 
The Spinney.  We welcome a new Director, Denise 
Leslie, to the Board, which now actively constitutes: 

Mike Gray (acting Chair); Aga Otterson;  
Ian Wright; Darcy Goodwin; Denise Leslie 

Shareholders may contact the Directors by email, 
when required, at bsmcl.directors@gmail.com.  
Tenants should go directly to their landlords or letting 
agents with any queries. 

Please note that all Directors offer their services free 
of charge and in their own time.  Please respect this 
fact when making demands - this is not paid 
employment. 

We welcome help from any other residents, who can 
offer time or skills to help keep The Spinney running 
smoothly.  As Boris, would say, “We are all in this 
together!” and mutual help, co-operation and respect 
for the guidelines to living in close proximity will 
ensure we can all make the most of our surroundings 
in a neighbourly and supportive manner. 

Read The Spinney Handbook? 

This document constitutes part of the  
lease and ensures that living at The  
Spinney is a pleasurable experience for  
everyone.   If you don’t have a copy,  
please ask a Director.   

Also available at www.thespinneyhertford.co.uk 

Just a reminder that dogs are not permitted 
in The Spinney. 
Any other pets require the Directors’ approval.

No washing on the balconies, please!
To  help maintain the look of The Spinney, may we remind 
you of item 15. Balconies in your Handbook:

• Have only furniture and plants on 
balconies (no tools, rubbish, etc.)

• No washing or towels, banners or signs to 
be hung over railings or on the balcony; 

• No washing to be hung in windows, where 
it can be seen from outside.

Washing lines are provided for your use.

Shareholders’ Maintenance Charge
The Directors are pleased to report that the Maintenance 
Charge remains the same as last year.  May we please 
remind all Shareholders that it is due by 1st May latest.  
Early payments would be helpful and penalty charges 
may be added for late payments.  
Please contact the Directors in case of any difficulties.

Annual AGM and Summer Garden Party
Due to Covid restrictions, neither of these events were 
possible last year, so the Directors are hoping that we will all 
be able to get together both for a face to face meeting and 
to socialise with our neighbours afterwards.  
Further details to follow, as restrictions allow.

PLEASE help us all to make The Spinney 
a great place to live…..                               
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